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Definition of health and its broad detenninants indicates that attaining an inclusive state of health
requires collaboration of a large number of different sectors. groups. and indiyiduals: the
;alled inter-sectoral collaboration (ISC) for health. As a prerequisite of an effective ISC
health. an issue first needs to be recognized and perceived as a public problem bv politicians.
poiicl' makers. and public before it paves the u,ay ro the polici, making agenda. The high
prevalence of obesity. as one ofthe ke1'health problems. and its costs and consequences demancl
an inter-sectoral action to combat this problem. Parallei u,ith adult obesitl. the prevalence of
;hildhood obesitv has also increased considerabr.v in recent years.
There has been no conceptual nrodel to depict how social issues. iike childhood obesit1," reach
:he agenda setting of an ISC action in a developing country'. In other rvords. there is not
sufficient empirical evidence to shou'the stages of problem definitionisetting and hou,a problem
reaches the agenda setting as the prerequisites of an effective ISC. Hence. this siudv aimed to fill
:hese knou,ledge gaps.
'I-e 
emplol,'ed a qualitative case studl,u,ith a grounded rheory approach in order to explore how
'rcial issues reach the agenda setting of ISC actions and to develop a conceptual model of this
::ocess using the case studv of childhood obesitl,'(children aged2-61,ears old) in Kerman city,.
- re studv tools included face-to-face in-depth interviews u,ith policl, actors and document
::-,:hsis. We used three t1'pes of sampling methods including purposeful. snou,6all. and
--:oretical sampling. The coding process u,as perfonned using MAXQDA Version 10 and we
-:..,rzed the data and drew the tables and diaerams manuallr,.
:.trsults:
-:-'.''zine intervieu'data resulted in identifl,ing l5 master themes presented in the 5 successive
including emergence of a social problenr and its turn into a public problerr. recognitiol
so-
fbr
:-:.eption a public problem, definition of a public problern. reach of a public problem to the
agenda setting, and agenda setting process.
which amount to 73 sub-themes in total.
Each master theme then includes a set of sub-themes'
Conclusion:
Results shou,ed hou,social issues reach the agenda setting of ISC actions in 5 successive stages'
S/e further developed a conceptual model u'hich depicts the process from en:ergence of
problems to their move into the agenda setting along u'ith the factors that facilitate their stabiliti'
in the agenda.
Ernergence of a problem requires some facilitating conditions (e.g' gro\\'th of fast food industr-v
in case of chiidhood obesitl,). once a problem is emerged. its consequences n'ill graduall1' get
I isibie and perceived. At this stage. different actors define the probiem and problem orvnership
*ilibe identified. Then. problem sensitizing ruill be done b1'different stakeholders. The problem
uill reach the agenda setting of ISC onlf if it gains political legitimacl'"
